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With Jason Statham, Jessica Alba, Tommy Lee Jones, Michelle Yeoh. Included in the top 16 roles based on 32 votes ("62 percent"). Born in the UK, he moved to New York at the age of 12, where he made his debut in local musical theater. In fact, his acting career began in the genre of comedy stories. He made his film debut in the teen melodrama Thursday /
Friday (1979), and then in the film Road to Nowhere (2001). The first big success came in 2003 thanks to the role in David Fincher's film "Panic Room", where Murray played the psychopath Charlie, after which he received Oscars for supporting roles in the films "Chasing Amy", "Fatal Attraction", "Secretary" . To date, the actor has starred in three sequels to the

Harry Potter trilogy ('Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone', 'Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets', 'Ronnie: Hermione Granger'. Born September 10, 1981 in Moscow. In 2002 he graduated from VTU. Shchepkina (course of A. Kalyagin). In 2006, he starred (in the role of E. Korzun) in the fantastic comedy "Election Day" (directed by T. Kozlov). In the
same year, she starred in the video of the "Splin" group "Rivers". In 2008, he played the hero of Al Pacino in the disaster film "2012" (in Russia, the film was released under the name "2012. Fight for Survival"). Director since 2010. Comedy series - "Real Boys" (2010-2013), "Univer", "SashaTanya" (2011-2013). In 2011-2012, he starred in the second part of

"Operation Y" and other adventures of Shurik, in "Operation Y ..." 2, in the third series of Shurik's Return. Since 2011, the director is the director of the comedy series "Own Truth" (from the creators of "Real Boys"). Bachelor, presenter and MC of the TNT channel, resident of the Comedy Club Production, showman and father of four children Maxim Grigoriev.
Born January 7, 1982. He was the lead singer of the Hands Up group, and also performed as part of the pop group T.I. and toured extensively in Russia and s
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